Information Regarding Stray Vacancy Counseling for BAMS

This is for the information for all eligible candidates that counseling for stray vacancy round will be conducted on physical basis at National Institute of Ayurveda, Deemed to be University, Jaipur on 22.02.2021. Reporting time for counseling is 9:00 to 11:00 am. No Candidate will be entertained after 11 am. Total Vacant seats are four, each in UR, OBC, SC & ST category. If no candidate is present in respective category, the seats will be filled up by Un-Reserved candidates. The eligibility of candidates will be decided from list given on www.aacc.gov.in and http://intraaacc.gov.in/ugadmin. Allotment of seats will be done purely on merit basis. Medical examination of selected candidates will be done at NIA on same day. The Selected candidates those found fit have to deposit fees (Rs 42025/-) and all original certificates including category certificate (in central format only) on the same day. Fees may be deposited by cash or by demand draft in favour of “Director, National Institute of Ayurveda, Jaipur”. Facility for D.D is available at in campus bank also.
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